






































































 State University 















 nor snow 
. nor even a 
couple of 
sunbathers  in 




 student from 
his appointed 
class. While 
springtime  is 
said
 to turn 
a young
 man's 
fancy  to love, 
this
 young man can
 only afford 








Joan Chapman and Tudy Grago, 
both members of the University 
Students Party (USP), were elected 
to upper division A.S. Council seats 
in Wednesday's
 election. 
The Spartan Daily erroneously 
reported yesterday that those two 
seats were 
won  by USP members 
Greg Chandler and Douglas Yoder 
rather than Grago
 and Chapman. 
There 
were
 11 upper division 
seats  open in the 
election. The win-
ners were: 















478;  Nick Antonopoulos 
(USP),







 463; Kevin 
Johnson (SUP),
 457. 
Both Chandler and Yoder 
had 456 
votes apiece. 
Chandler said he might
 ask for a 
recount because he only lost 
by the 
one vote. Yoder was 
unavailable  for 
comment. 
A.S.
 Adviser Louie 
Barozzi
 said 
that if a candidate 
wanted
 a recount, 
he would have 
to
 make a request to 
the A.S. Election Board. 
Barozzi said he 
was  uncertain 
whether the ballots would
 be 
recounted by computer
 (which was 
done to the original 
vote)  or by hand. 
Judy 
Appleby,  election board 
chairwoman, said that any
 can-
didate requesting
 a recount must do 
so today, 
according to Act 
9, the A.S. 













David  Willman 
A representative from the 
Iranian




denied  that any members of the 
ISA participated in a violent incident 
near 
campus
 last Friday night. 
The Defense and International 
Relations Secretary of the  ISA-
United States said yesterday that 
physical force tactics are not em-
ployed by his group. He requested to 
remain unidentified. 
"These charges are an attempt to 
discredit us," he said. 
The ISA secretary speculated 
that other Iranian sympathizers 
could 
have  been involved in the inci-
dent. 
This refutes what two witnesses 
told University Police following the 
10:30 p.m. incident last friday. 
They alleged that a group of ISA 








following  a 






previously  delayed 
the 




 for 30 minutes 
by demanding 
free





was  held in 
the S.U. 
Costanoan  Room. 

























































(YSA) and the  
Militant  Forum, an 
activist publication. 
According to one of the witnesses.  




 Union and at-








he sustained a bump 
"the size of an 
egg"  from a blow to 
the head 
delivered by an ISA 
member. He also 
said he was spat 
on, 
and  struck on his back. 
He also requested
 to remain 
unidentified,
 and said his first name 
is Kia. 
Hutton said
 a woman who ac-
companied
 the CAIFA 
repre-
sentative was





University  Police 
officers 
intervened in the incident, and de-
tained 
the victim and one of the 
attackers 30 minutes for question-
ing. 
Maurice Jones, University Police 
watch commander that night, 
said  
the 
officers did not file an 
official  
report because 
the victim opted to 
not  press charges. 
There have been numerous past 
conflicts between 
CAIFI and the 
ISA, one which 
occurred at SJSU 
last spring. 
On that occasion 
a CAIFI spokes-
man who was scheduled
 to speak at 
a 
human rights forum 
was warned 
by the San 
Jose
 police not to attend 
because a 
threat against 
his  life had 
been 
received.  
Daniel  Ellsberg 
did
 speak at the 
forum, 















By Dave Murphy 
Steve Wright's landslide victory 
in Wednesday's
 A.S. presidential 
election apparently was not enough 
to help his Student Independent
 
Party (SIP) dominate 
the election 
for the AS. Council. 
SIP managed
 to win only seven of 
the 20 council seats 
available  as the 
University Students 
Party  (USP) 
captured the other 13, 
including
 all 
five lower division seats
 which were 
contested. 
Bill Clarkson, the USP 
leader 
who 
won one of the graduate 
seats,  
said 
the results gave his 




it has had in its 
five years of 
existence. 
"I 
think the results 
show that the 
students 





 USP leader said 
he did not 
think the two parties 





 in the 







































 the two 
parties  in 
the council. 
"I
 think if 
people
 go by their
 con-
science
 instead of 
by their 















alcoholics may dry up if 
area mer-
chants have their way. 
Businessmen
 are 
hiring  an at-
torney to 
force  the closure of 
the 
center at 138 
E.
 Santa Clara 
St., in 
the
 wake of 
inaction  by 
the
 Santa 
Clara  County 


















 are not 
renewing  
the 














 me she's 
carrying























Reporf  has 












































 to repeal 
the 
Deukmejian  Act. 
Instead,  the 
members




 to that act 
which are now 
being considered by 
the California 
legislature, 



















































Pennypacker said, "they would not 
go into effect until Jan.
 1, 1978 and it 
is more likely that they would not 
take effect for 18 months." 
The Deukmejian Act provides for 
the non -criminal
 treatment of public 
inebriates. 
Public  drunks are placed 
in detoxification centers where they 
are free to leave at any time. 
David Hampton, 
director of the 
Bureau 
of Alcoholism Services 
reported that the 1977-78 budget will 




 the public inebriate. 
The 
new emphasis will be on 
"primary prevention" or long-term 
health facilities for those alcoholics 
who can most benefit from treat-
ment, he said. 
A second drop-in center, which 
has been discussed at previous 
meetings, was not included in the 
budget. "We don't have enough 
detox centers to justify adding a new 
center," Hampton said. 
Additional provisions of the 
budget include: 
 eliminating two 
social setting 
detox centers. 
 providing a 
sleep-in center 
close to the drop
-in center for the 
hard core inebriate and 
possibly 
moving
 the centers near the corners 
of First and Julian 
streets away 
from the main retail shopping areas. 
 develop a long-term
 care 
facility with 30 
beds, possibly at a 







  the Park 
Alameda screening
















programs, with the 
exception  of the 




hard-core  inebriate. 
The 
board  voted unanimously to 
refer Hampton's recommendations 
to the county executive for consider-
ation in the 1977-78 budget. The 
board will consider the matter again 
on May 31. 
be okay," 
Wagner  said. 
Madwin also said 
he
 hoped next 
year's 





by friendship or party affiliation. 
Both  the incumbents 
said
 they 
would be very pleased 
if next year's 
council
 could work as 
effectively  as 





he hopes to 
work







 was by 
the 
largest margin
 in the 
past  10 
years,  
according
 to A.S. 
Adviser  
Louie Barozzi. Wright had 
1,027 
votes while A.S. Councilman Nathan
 
Price received 381. 
Wright's and Price's 
tickets were 
the only two on the ballot 
for  the A.S. 
executive 
offices,  but several other
 
candidates did 
receive  write-in 
votes. 
Michael 
Dutton and his 
write-in  
slate received
 16 votes, and the 
following
 slates (president, vice 
president, 
treasurer)  were among 
those 
which received one vote 
apiece:  
M. Mouse, D. Duck,
 B. Bunny; 
Mickey Mouse, Pluto,
 Scrooge 
McDuck; Gordo, Snoopy, Atilla the 
Hun; and Mr. Boycott, Ms. Boycott, 
Boycott Jr. 
Despite his landslide win, 
Wright  
was not completely 
happy with the 
election. 
"I was really 
disappointed  there 
was such a low turnout,"
 he said, 
referring to the fact that 
only
 1,866 
voted in the 
election. 
That figure 
is about seven per 
cent of the 
26,052 students enrolled at 
SJSU,





 John Bunzel 
will
 not 
listen  to the student 
government
 






Joe Winter, SJSU assistant 
professor of anthropology, peers 
through
 an alidade,  a map -making 
instrument,
 at the new 
Almaden Quicksilver mine. 
The instrument is used for establishing 
a grid pattern to pinpoint the location 
of
 any artifacts 
found on the site. The
 dig, located in the Almaden Valley, is 
being  charted and mapped by 
Archeological
 Field Methods stu. 


















An average of 220 
drunks  per 
week
 are using the downtown drop
-
in center, according to figures 
provided by the 
center's
 director. 








 Hooker, president of the 
Small Business
 Association asked 
the Santa 
Clara County Board of 
Supervisors 
to investigate the 
matter 
at the board's Tuesday 
meeting. 
Supervisor  Dan McCorquodale 
said he 
has dropped into the center 
unannounced on several 
occasions.  
"I counted 
27 persons two times 
and 17 and 20 on different
 visits," he 
said. 
"I don't know how 
someone  could 
audit to see if people 
are signing in 
twice. I looked at the 
book  the 
writing 
is different," he said. 
David Hampton, director of 
Alco-




promised to look into





 or under assumed 




before the supervisors 
meeting.  
Funding for the center
 is not 
based 
on






















no point in 
padding the 
figures,"
 he said. 
"The 
only
 way the 
director  could 
cheat on 
his budget 




 at above 
wholesale 
prices  and 
then
 kept the 
difference,  but 
this would 
show  up on 
the 







center  and 


















 center several limes
 a 
day to 
visit  his brother, 
said
 it is 
possible the drunks
 sign in twice. 
"Some of those guys
 lust want to 
have something
 to do," he said.
 
"Others are too











his two staff members make 
$750  
and POO a month each. 
Additional funding for the center 
was approved
 by the supervisors on 
April 5. The increase 
was  from 
$80,469 to $97,000. The proposed 




Ken Bartholet, administrator 
nf 
Santa Clara County Health Services 
said the request was made because 
the center is being used far in excess 
of what was originally planned. 
However, Alaniz,
 the center's 
director
 said the increase simply 
paid for 
his  two staff members, 
who 
were included 
in the original budget 
but  had never been funded and for 
additional coffee because of in-
creased
 use by clients. 
When asked 
he said he would 
not 
release  a copy of the
 budget. "I can 
prove my 
figures  as 
to









exists  to 
suggest
 that Mania







 one of the
 policemen 
who 
patrols  the 
downtown  




 who the 
Daily  
quoted  in a story as 
being Vernon 
Daniels,
 is actually William 
Elliott," 
Bergtholdt said. 
"Daniels  has more 
than
 one I.D.  card and 
so
 do many of 














martial  arts demon-
strations of 
kendo,  shotokan, antis 




 dialogue of the history and 
cul-
ture from the 
Philippines from noon 
to 3 p.m. today 
in the S. U. Ballroom. 




Methodist Church where 
there will 
be food and information
 




Fifth  St., San 
Jose. 














the  writing lab 






cording to Van Becker, who 





funded by a 
grant,
 the budget for this 
year's writing lab has 
been  
"patch work" with money 
coming from nine different 
departments. Galm said.
 
"This has shown how 
much support we're getting 
from the faculty, not just 
the English Department," 
Galm 
said. 
The writing lab is 
part  
of the 
English  IA program. 
Van 
Becker  said. Students 
are referred by 
their pro-
fessors to take 
special
 units 
in accordance with their 
needs.
 
In addition, the writing 
lab 
has referrals from 







The writing problems 
run far 
beyond  just incom-
ing freshmen, Galm said. 
"We are graduating stu-
dents who are virtually 
illiterate," Galm said at a 
meeting last month with 
Assemblyman
 John Vas-
concellos,  D -San Jose, who 





than those of 
10 
years  ago," 
said  Dr. 
Richard Kilby of the Psy-
chology Department, who 
has noticed 
the decline 
over the years in his 
classes. 
These problems include 
everything from punctua-
tion and spelling to organiz-
ing paragraphs, Kilby said. 
Because his social psy-
chology classes include 
people from several de-
partments. Kilby believed 
the problem is widespread. 
Dr. James Roberts, 
dean of the School of En-












David  Frost con-
cluded his 
series






 M. Nixon on 
Wednesday in a 
plush pri-
vate home aot far from 
where Nixon 
has  spent 21,2 
years in self-imposed isola-
tion since resigning the 
presidency. 
The taping was 
con-
ducted under tight security 
in this beach town in an ex-
clusive walled community
 
with private guards and 
Secret Service agents keep-
ing intruders away. The 
area 
is some 12 miles north 
of 
Nixon's San Clemente 
estate.
 
No word was available 
on
 what areas were 
covered  in the final inter-
view.
 





lem in the Engineering De-
partment was examined a 
couple of years ago. 
Roberts said, and he was 
surprised to learn that en-
gineering students, who 
generally are assumed to 
be poor  in writing, scored 
no worse 
than others on 
campus.
 




 to students' inabilities 
to write and 
has endorsed a 
proposal that would re-
quire all students pass an 
English proficiency test be-
fore graduation. 
A similar program 
al-
ready exists at San
 Fran-
cisco State University 
(SFSU ) in which a junior is 
required to pass the test or 






















































By Penny Calder 
The leading
 killer of 


































"The child molesters 
and child beaters pick on 
little people who
 can't 
talk," Greene told an ad-
ministration of justice in-
vestigation class 
Tuesday 
in  MacQuarie Hall. 
"That's 
why  the 
younger 





If a molester 
isn't 
caught the first time, sub-
sequent attacks
 are more 
serious, 






























SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
 Pennie, the elephant, 
had an 
operation  10 years 
ago 
she  never forgot. 




an 8-inch long 
needle 






Somewhere in her ele-
phant brain came the re-
collection that a decade 
ago a big needle led to a lot 
of 
unpleasantness  when her 
tail had to be amputated, 
San  Francisco zoo officials 
guessed. 
"Damn 







 Why, she 
nearly 





several hours the 
group,  led by surgeons 
from the Davis campus of 
the University of 
California, attempted to 
coax Pennie into taking her 
shot with prods, tickles and 
a little shouting.
 All Pennie 
wanted to do was go back to 
the other elephants. 
Finally, the 23
-year -old 
behemoth had enough. 
With a 
screech
 she charged 





scattered  to make 
a path. 
They herded her back 
outside, but Pennie eluded 
their efforts and wound up 
in the pool at the elephant 
grotto. The zoo had to drain 
the pool, where a knockout 
dart finally felled Pennie so 
her pedicure could begin. 
"Well, you
 got to admire 




dried out after chasing 











The Judiciary Committee 
of the California Senate has 
approved a renewed effort 
to stop movie makers from 
allegedly killing or 
hurting  
animals.  
A 7-1 vote 
Tuesday  sent 
the 
bill by Sen. David 




It would make it a pub-
lic 
nuisance
 to show a 
movie if animals had been 
killed






mals to make a few dollars.
 
Rather than take the time 
to simulate killing, they ac-
tually
 do it." 
He introduced 
witnesses  
who told of 
animals
 burned 













reason,  Roberti 
said, the bill contains pro-











A similar bill by Roberti 






 NEEDS YOU 
IF: 
Al
 You would like to 
get into the Entertainment
 Business. 
Bl You can 
devote 10-16 hours
 per week 
booking
 end producing
 about 90% of the
 guest 
artist who perform 
here
 at SJSU. 
Cl You think 
you have good 
opinion as to 
whom
 your fellow 
students  would 
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psychiatric  trauma. 
Greene
 explained that 
this meant children should 
receive 




 inflicted by 
either parent. 
The 
child  or 
children
 













































prosecution  of 
abuse cases. 
They aid the
 police in 
get-
ting 
across  to the 
judge and 
jury 
the  actual 
environ-
ment in 
















 she said, "If 
you can
 stand it, 
put some 













DIRECTIONS  Place an X in 
each





































Tac Toes  
Child  Allow
 











 side for pos,ihh  ) 
soiled




 a plastic bag 
and take 
it
 to court with 
you. 
"It has a certain 
smell  
that the 






investigation  of a 
child abuse case is to write 
down 
verbatim  the 
parents' 
explanation  of 
how the child was injured. 































































































































 with a 
multimillion  
dollar law 











problem  in 
dealing 
with abuse












hard  to 
believe 'that
 a nice 
white  
American








She said that these doc-
tors don't
 want to believe
 







 across all 
classes






abuse must be 





and the other is Sudden
 In-
fant Death. Both can
 be 
positively identified only 
by a 

























Sudden Infant Death oc-
curs 
up
 to three years of 
age.  A healthy child 
is put 
to bed
 alive but is found
 
dead
 in the morning. 
There is no positive 
explanation
 for this type of 
death but 
faulty  breathing 
and viruses are suspected. 
Greene said the officer 
should never rule out 
homocide, but should never 
rush in and accuse the 











































































 rain nor 
snow
 . nor even
 a couple of 
sunbathers 
in
 front of Royce
 Hall can 
keep a determined
 student 
from  his appointed
 class. 
While  springtime 




 this young 
man can only 
afford to turn 










Joan Chapman and Tudy Grago, 
both members of the University 
Students Party (USP), were elected 
to upper division A.S. Council seats 
in Wednesday's election. 
The Spartan Daily erroneously 
reported yesterday that those two 




Chandler  and Douglas Yoder 




were  11 upper division 





(USP), 543; Pam 
Wagner,
 Student Independent Party 
(SIP), 534; 
Chapman,
 526, Steve 
Turner (SIP), 502; Joe 
Trippi 
(SIP), 
487;  Grago, 478; Nick
 Antonopoulos 
(USP),







Madwin  (SIP), 463; 
Kevin 
Johnson (SUP), 457. 
Both Chandler and 
Yoder  had 456 
votes apiece. 
Chandler said he 
might ask for a 
recount because he only lost by the 
one vote. Yoder was 
unavailable  for 
comment. 
A.S. Adviser Louie Barozzi 
said  
that if a candidate 
wanted  a recount, 
he would have to make a request to 
the A.S. Election Board. 
Barozzi said he 
was  uncertain 
whether the ballots would be 
recounted by 
computer  (which was 
done in the 
original  vote) or by hand. 
Judy Appleby, election board 
chairwoman, said that any can-
didate  requesting a recount must do 
so today, according to Act 9, the A.S. 
bill which covers the election 
process.
 










By David Willman 
A representative from the 
Iranian Students Association (ISA) 
has denied that any members of 
the  
ISA participated in a violent incident 
near  campus last Friday 
night.  
The Defense and International 
Relations Secretary of the ISA-
United States 
said
 yesterday that 
physical 
force tactics are not em-
ployed by his group.
 He requested to 
remain unidentified. 
"These charges














 two witnesses 
told 
University Police 
following  the 
10:30 p.m. incident
 last friday. 
They alleged 
that
























start  of a 
human
 rights panel 
dis-
cussion































































The  panel was 
sponsored by 
the 






Socialist  Alliance 
(YSA)  and the 
Militant
 Forum, an 
activist publication. 
According to one of the witnesses, 
YSA member Bill Hutton, the ISA 
group followed
 the CAIFI repre-
sentative from 
the  Union and at-
tacked him on a 
San  Fernando 
Street sidewalk. 
The alleged victim said 
yesterday that he sustained a bump 
"the size of an egg" from a 
blow to 
the head delivered by 
an ISA 
member. He also said he was spat 
on, and struck on his back. 
He also requested to remain 




said  a woman who ac-
companied




 kicked in the leg 
by 
the ISA members. 
Two 
University  Police 
officers  
intervened in the 
incident, and de-
tained the 













officers did not file an 
official  
report because 
the victim opted to 
not press charges. 
There have 
been numerous past 
conflicts between CAIFI 
and the 
ISA, one which occurred at SJSU 
last spring.
 
On that occasion a CAIFI spokes-
man who was scheduled to speak
 at 
a human rights forum was warned 
by the San Jose police not to attend 
because a threat against his
 life had 
been 
received. 
Daniel Ellsberg did speak at the 
forum, and was 
continually inter-
rupted by chanting ISA members 







By Dave Murphy 
Steve  Wright's landslide victory 
in Wednesday's A.S. presidential 
election apparently was not enough 
to 
help
 his Student 
Independent  
Party




the A.S. Council. 
SIP managed to win 
only
 seven of 
the 20 
council
 seats available as 
the 
University Students Party (USP) 
captured the other
 13, including all 
five lower 




 USP leader 
who won one of the 
graduate
 seats, 
said the results gave his 
party the 
highest
 number of council
 members 
it has had in 
its  five years of 
existence. 
"I
 think the results
 show that the 
students  
wanted  a 




USP  leader said he 
did not 
think
 the two parties 






 and the 
overall 
student  government. 
"We're 
looking





Wright  and the 





Madwin  and 
Pam  
Wagner,





 who were 
re-




















 of by 
their  party, 
it'll 





merchants have their way 
By Carol Sarasohn 
The downtown drop-in 
center for 
alcoholics may 
dry up if area mer-
chants have 




 to force the closure
 of the 
center 
at 138 E. Santa Clara
 St., in 
the wake 
of inaction by 
the Santa 
Clara 














 are not 
renewing 
the
 leases on their
 buildings  
they're 
moving out,"
 he said. 
"One  
woman, who
 manages an 
apartment  
building in 
the  area told 
me she's 
carrying 














hope  to 
file a 
suit
 this week 










 has never 
been
 done on the 
area 
to show what 
effect the drop
-in 
center would have. 
No
 final 
decision  has 
been  made 
as 
to the 




but  Glaves 









meeting  the 















are now being 
























































Pennypacker said, "they would not 
go into effect until Jan. 1, 1978 and it 
is more likely that they would not 
take effect for 18 months." 
The Deukmejian Act provides for 
the non -criminal 
treatment  of public 
inebriates. Public 
drunks
 are placed 
in detoxification centers where 
they 
are free to leave at any time. 
David Hampton, 
director  of the 
Bureau of 
Alcoholism  Services 
reported that the 1977-78 budget 
will  
shift
 the emphasis of 
treatment  
away from the public 
inebriate. 
The new emphasis 
will be on 
"primary 
prevention"
 or long-term 
health facilities
 for those alcoholics 
who can 





-in center, which 
has been 
discussed at previous 
meetings, was 
not included in the 
budget. "We don't have enough 
detox centers
 to justify adding a new 
center," Hampton said. 
Additional  provisions
 of the 
budget include: 
 eliminating






 a sleep-in 
center  
close to the drop -in center for the 
hard core inebriate 
and  possibly 
moving  the centers near the corners 
of First and 
Julian  streets away 
from the main retail shopping
 areas. 





 beds, possibly at a 









 the Park 
Alameda 
screening





















with  the exception of the 
sleep-in center 
would  have no effect 
on the hard-core 
inebriate.  




to the county executive for
 consider-
ation in the 1977-78 budget. The 
board
 will consider the matter again 
on 
May 31. 
be okay," Wagner said. 
Madwin also said he 
hoped next 
year's council members would vote 
by their "conscience" rather than 
by friendship
 or party affiliation. 
Both the 








work as effectively 
as
 







said he hopes to  









 election victory 
was by 
the 
largest  margin 







Louie Barozzi. Wright had 1,027 
votes while A.S. Councilman Nathan 
Price received 381. 
Wright's and Price's tickets were 
the only two on the ballot for the AS. 
executive offices, but several
 other 
candidates did receive write-in 
votes. 
Michael Dutton and his write-in
 






treasurer)  were among 
those which
 received one 
vote 
apiece: 
M. Mouse, D. Duck, B. 
Bunny;  
Mickey Mouse, Pluto, Scrooge
 
McDuck; Gordo, Snoopy, Atilla the 
Hun; and Mr. 
Boycott,  Ms. Boycott, 
Boycott Jr. 
Despite his landslide
 win. Wright 
was not completely 




 disappointed there 
was such 
a low turnout," he said, 
referring to the fact
 that only 1,866 
voted in the 
election. 
That figure
 is about seven per 
cent of the
 26,052 students enrolled at 
SJSU, 




 John Bunzel will not 
listen to the 
student government 
because of the 







Joe Winter. SJSU 
assistant
 professor of anthropology, 
peers  through an  alidade. a map
-making
 instrument, at the new 
Almaden Quicksilver 
mine. The instrument is used for 
establishing
 a grid pattern to pinpoint the 
location  of any artifacts 
found on 


















Archeological  Field Methods stu 
dents under 



















 Carol Saruohn 
An average of 220 drunks per 
week are using the downtown drop-
in center, according to figures 
provided by the center's director. 
However, the drunks may be 
signing in 
under  more than one 










Clara  County Board of 
Supervisors
 to investigate the 
matter at the board's Tuesday 
meeting. 
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale 
said he has dropped into the center 
unannounced on 
several  occasions. 
"I counted 27 persons two times 
and 17 and 20 on different visits,"
 he 
said. 
"I don't know how 
someone  could 
audit to see if 
people  are signing in 
twice. I looked 
at the book  the 
writirg is different," he said. 
David Hampton, director of Alco-
holism Services, said he routinely 
Investigates all rumors 
and  
promised to look into the matter. 
The rumor that 
drunks sign in 
twice, or under assumed 
names was 
under investigation by the
 Daily 
before the supervisors 
meeting.  
Funding for the 
center  is not 
based 
on the number of 


















 be no 






way  the 
director
 could 
cheat on his 
budget  would be 
if he 
bought
 coffee, for 



































 who said 
he
 is at 
the 
drop-in center several
 times a 
day to visit 
his  brother, said it is 
possible 
the drunks sign in 
twice.  
"Some of 
those  guys just 
want
 to 
have  something to 
do,"
 he said. 
"Others
 are too drunk 
to









his two staff members make $750 
and $OO  a 
month  each. 
Additional funding for  the center 
was 
approved  by the 
supervisors
 on 
April 5. The increase
 was from 
$80,469  to $97,000. The proposed 
budget for next 
year's  expenditures 
total $145,000. 
Ken Bartholet, administrator of 
Santa Clara County Health Services 
said the request was made because 
the center is being used far in excess 
of what was originally planned. 
However, Alaniz, 
the  center's 
director said the
 increase simply 
paid for his two 
staff members, who 
were included in the
 original budget 
but 
had  never been funded and 
for 
additional 
coffee  because of in-
creased
 use by clients. 
When
 asked he 
said
 he would 
not  
release a 
copy of the 
budget.  "I can 
prove my figures
















twice,  Doug 
Bergtholdt,  one






it is entirely 
possible. 
"An 
alcoholic,  who the Daily
 
quoted  in a story as 
being Vernon 
Daniels,
 is actually 
William  Elliott," 
Bergtholdt  said.
 "Daniels has 
more 
than
 one I.D. card 
























kendo.  shotokan, arnis
 
and 
tae kwon do, 





history  and cul-
ture from the 
Philippines from noon 
to 3 
p.m.  
today  in the S 
U.
 Ballroom. 
Festivities will wind up at the 
Wesley
 Methodist Church where 
there
 will be food and information 
booths from 6 to 7 p.m Saturday at 
566N. 
Fifth  St , San Jose. 
#11416 
IS 











































The success or failure of 
that
 
program will depend largely upon 
its acceptance by American con-
sumers. 
The President has said we are in 









to it. The 
energy problem has 
been 
around quite a 
few years, so we 
may 
have trouble seeing it 
as a crisis. 
But crisis or no, 

































and  "less" 
are  two of 
the
 
concepts  now 






















Americans are getting used to 
these concepts, and 
therefore will 
more  






shown  their willingness and ability 
to 
respond in time of need. The 
drought forced us to think about 
water use and to conserve ac-
cordingly.  Hopefully, the idea of fuel 
conservation will be accepted in a 
similar
 way. 
Basically, Carter's program 
seems sound. He us urging the 
nation to depend more heavily upon 










































installation of solar 
energy 
systems,  and loans for 
home  







enough.  The 
public  and 




 known for 
years that the
 nation 
cannot  afford 
such  luxuries. 







outsold  its compact cars. 
The 
gasoline  tax Carter would 
like to impose will run into a lot of 
opposition, and probably will be 
killed 
by Congress. But maybe a 
high gasoline tax is what 
we need to 
make us switch to 
mass
 transit. 
Utility  prices will 
increase
 as 
well, and it appears 
all we will be 
able to do, is do with less. 
But 
at
 least the public is not 
taking on all the burden. Big users of 
utilities formerly got a 
discount,  but 
no longer. And
 large industrial users 
of gas and oil who 
can  switch to coal 
but don't, will be taxed.
 
And 
perhaps the best part of the 
program is what it will not do It will 
not deregulate oil and natural gas 
prices, at least on the old wells. 
Carter
 does not seem to like the 
oil companies any
 more than we do. 
In his Monday 
night  speech he gave 
a sly smile
 when he said, "I know 
that
 many of you have suspected
 
that some supplies of 




ministration has produced a fair and 
effective energy program. Now it is 
up to Congress and the American 
























 for that matter, 





Chaboya  is a 
staff writer
 
for the Spartan Daily.
 
Carter's ban by stating 
that  the 
United States will lose
 economic 
advantage over 
other  nations and 
unemployment
 in this country will 
rise. This will be due 
to nuclear 
power plants not being built, 
and 



















to be built, 
is
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 Community 
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Rosneag,  Sue Briley. 
Penny Calder, Doreen Carvajal. Pete 
a 
vaghan. Heather Chaboya Mark 
rocket, Alan Dangerfield. Oheryl Den-
nison. Celeste Dier. Steve Dulas. Patn-
eta 
Escobedo,  Ed Finkas Rich 
Freed-
man. Steve Gcttj, Boydine Hall. Ernie 
Hill. Russell Ingold. 
Alan  Janson. David 






Kitty O'Neil, Mark 
Paxton. Regina 
Rees, Ron 
Reid. Mark Rosenberg, Brad 
Ryder. Carol Sarasohn Jim Schwartz, 
Nancy Steffen, Richard Taylor. Ken 
Walters.
 William Weeks, 

















 D'Zamba.  Rita En 
oyand. Kathy
 
























































extract  50 
to 60 





















































 then be 
used 





































 can be 
used to create an atomic bomb, 
should  the material get into the 
wrong hands; or that plutonium is 
especially 
poisonous
 among nuclear 










through nuclear fuel 
cycles,
 there is 
one other point I would































 this point 
in our 
technology  it 
is not feasible to 
blast all the radio-
active
 materials into the
 sun, so we 
are 
burying  it. 
There is no 100 per cent 
leakproof  
container for 
radioactive  wastes. 
Scientists believe a ceramic -like
 
material would best 
contain
 the 
radioactive leftovers, but there is 
none at this time. 
Even transportation of radio-
active
 waste is in 
question.  In 
Rockingham, North Carolina
 on 
April 1, a 102
-car freight train 
derailed, and four of 




active waste. Area 
residents are 
fortunate that there 
were no spills. 
We are 
not always 
going to be 
so
 
























































 intense heat 
building  up so 
that it 
cannot  be 
controlled.  
In 
addition,  the 
"melt"
 will 
liquify the cement and steel, sinking 
into the earth to 
depths  of up to 150 
feet. If there is any water present in  
the soil, like an underground
 water 
supply, or stream, the result will be 
stream and hydrogen explosions 
carrying radioactive fallout to 
surrounding areas. 
The government 






 sake. The 
govern-


























































 as much as 3,-
300 times 
the  normal 
levels. 
The  people in the area 
will now be 
subject to 








should  not have to 
suffer the 




 coal and oil to 
last until we 
can find a suitable 
alternative to 
nuclear
 power, if as 
much time and 
money  is spent on 
finding an alternative as 
has  been 























would  like 
to live 
around


















would  think 
that the 
letter  from 
Mr. 
Kevin  R. 
Fish  was a 
joke if it 
weren't
 for people









 I would like
 to know 
how  he 
proposes to 

















pink  triangles 
on them, 
like  we 












 and we 
would  not 
have to 




 time on non
-
homosexuals. 
After all, I have 
more  serious 
work to 
do at SJSU than 
worrying  
about who 
is and isn't sure 
of their 
gay feelings. 
71m m Dobbins 
Vice





just like you 
Editor: 
Mr Kevin 
R. Fish, whose 
letter 
appeared in the 
Spartan
 Daily on 
April 14, feels 
that
 his human rights 
are violated
 when he is approached 
by a 
homosexual  man. In order to 
prevent this violation
























existed,  no 
homospxual
 pilule; 
nr,c  co ix a 
stranger, 
even  if the stranger 
was a 
homosexual.  Thus, 
homosexuals 
would be 
restricted  in a 
way  that 
heterosexuals
 






 seems to 
be the 
right to 
be free from 
sexual ap-
proach by 





















 of the 
approaching 
of a woman 





toward  the 
man. Since 
there is no 
way of 
knowing  
beforehand  how 
an 
approached 
person  will 





















Dear Mr. Fish (sic): 
After




























within  a 
span
 of four 
years. 
Perhaps  
you  suffer 
from 
acne,  bad 

















 most is a 
lack of 
insight






women  do 
you  ap-





 it ever 












your  letter were concerned 
with a male 
and female relation, I 
wonder 
who would be the "victim" 
and 
who  the "incensed." 
You state that, "I do not agree 
that the so-called gays have any 
rights. . ." What bullshit! 
Come out of the dark ages man,
 
or join the ranks 
of the Anita 
Bryants and the rest of the near-
sighted individuals in Florida, who 
for the fifth straight (no pun in-
tended)
















 to the letter 
written 
about 
homosexuals  and 
human 
rights April 14, 
I have a question 
for 





 What do 







Fish said, "I do not agree that the 
so-called gays have any  rights or 
deserve such right as human beings 
so long as they deprive non -gays of 
those same rights." I infer from this 
Etatement that Fish feels 
homosexuals are not human. 
I cannot understand how a 
supposedly intelligent person, who 
has achieved the status of graduate, 
can draw the unrealistic conclusion 
that persons with 
morals
 and values 





how  gays 
deprive
 non -gays



































 to them 
is a 
simple "no." Afterwards, not feeling 
inferior about my masculinity, I 
don't continually
 worry about 
it. I 
have better 
things  to do than 
get 
paranoid about such
 trivial matters. 
I feel that the Gay 
Student  Union, 
however
 immoral I or 
anyone else 
feels about
 it, has the right 
to
 exist 
just as much as 








not be allowed to 
approach  
non -gays, 









know I can't and 
I suppose 
they



















Regarding my previous letter, 
I apologize for calling for the 
disbandment of the GSU and for 
saying that it fosters the ap-
proach of non -homosexuals by 
homosexuals, as well as for 
saying that gays have no rights. 
Upon further thought, I have 
concluded that these ideas were 
unjustified. However, I still do 
not condone homosexuality. 
I still feel that 
homosexuality 
is immoral, as well as often 
disturbing to other people. 
The first gay who approached 
me wouldn't let me close my car 
door. This is one example of the 
fact that some, though not all, 
homosexuals violate people's 
rights. If a homosexual does 
commit such a violation, should 
his action
 be ignored? 
Of course, one 
cannot  legislate 
or police this immoral behavior 
out of existence. 
I realize that 
homosexuality 
has been around for thousands
 of 
years
 and that more and more 
people are now 
tolerating it, but it 
is still wrong. A majority of 
people accepting
 something 
doesn't necessarily make it right. 
Biologically speaking, hetero-




 beings. The  
biological 
purpose
 of sexual 
activity is 
aimed  at 
procreation
 
or childbirth. Out 
of sexual ac-
tivity comes a 
possible  new life. 
Whether 
seen  from 
a purely 
scientific 
or a Christian 
view-
point,





 should be 
responsible 
procreation,  taking 
into 
consideration  the im-
plications  for 
the society 
as a 
whole  as 
well











and  I 
hope 
that





















































































anti-abor-  before 























 dent of the local chapter of 
band 










































































women of today. Women 
they 





 a model that they
 can 
wingers 
involved  in 
abor- 




 and follow, she said. 
lions
 at least one







speaking  to a 
Assemblyman
 Alister said  he never had any SJ SU "Woman 
and 

















 is and 
accomplishments
 as a 
alive and said 
he might very one-sided on that woman in politics. 
amend. 
issue," 
McAlister  said. 
Another 
measure by Saying
 that the 
McAlister,
 AB 
595,  would 
Assembly










 and pledged to 
continue his 
possible loss of 
license  if fight against abortions. 
the doctor performed
 an The defeated abortion 
abortion
 of a 
viable fetus, a 
bills were co-authored by 
stage usually reached at local assemblymen 
six




third bill by Mc- 
Saratoga,  
and John 
Alister, AB 596, would Vasconcellos, D -San Jose. 
have required
 a minor Two other McAlister 
seeking an abortion to have resolutions (AVR10-11) 
the  consent of a parent or which urged Congress to 
guardian or a court order adopt a "right -to-life" con -
finding the abortion in the stitutional amendment 
best 
interests  of the minor were also defeated. 

























10-0  vote with one
 
abstention












 to continue to 
receive A.S.























 the ECBS 
budget is $3,200,
 but they 
have 
submitted a budget 
proposal of 
$9,184 for next 
year. 














Seond class postage pard at San 
Jose 
Californs  Mentos of Cali-








 Jose Stale 
Univernh except Saturday and 
Sunday 
funng  the college















Department  of 





a reminder of semester
 
bass 
Full academic year 
59
 each 
Semester,  14 50 

















ness clubs on 
campus,
 is 




The other two 
coun-
cils are


































cates the $3,200 
to the 
member clubs. 
According to Carolyn 
Lupton, 
chairwoman of 
ECBS, reasons given by 
the 




 that the 
program 
was  experi-
mental,  and that they could 
be 
setting








meet  Sunday at 





Center, 300 S. 
10th
 St. 
   
Nancy Hormochea, a 
member of the National 
Lawyers Guild, will speak 
Sunday at 7.30 p.m. in the 
SU Ballroom. 
   
The Spartan Daily 





Tait's  home. In-
formation is available by 
calling
 377-4999 or 266-9605. 
















































read a paper titled, "Ac-
tion, Causation, and 
Volition" or "Is the Con-
cept of Will Superfluous" 
today in the SU Guadalupe 
Room at 3 p.m. 
   
A choreographers
 work-
shop concert will 
be held at 
8 p.m. 
today and tomorrow 
in the
 dance studio, PER
 







































































 to 2 
p.m.  




















 to paint 
Lee Mathe-
son 
Jr.  High 
School  
Satur-




























































































helped in the San 
The city council has 
Jose policewomen's fight to 





title  "assistant" April 
police  officer 
since
 her 5. 
However  council 
will  
term began in 
1973.  
vote 
officially on the mea-
The original
 title of 
sure
 at Tuesday's 
meeting. 
assistant 
police  officer, 





 any tant, women were not 
different 
duties  only that eligible for promotion. 
there was a substantial pay Council helped push the 
difference. It was a four- measure through, claiming 
year struggle, and the title that women were just as ef-
will be discarded this fective as 
men  as 
corn -
month,





































women to run for political 
"One of the problems 
office so that they will 
women
 have in politics is 
become more and more ac
-
that 
they  enter too 
late. ceptable
 in politics. 
People's  minds have 
to
 be 
Fund raising is yet 
restructured








































office  until 
harder 




 of the 
men 

















OUTSTANDING QUALITY COPIES ON 
ANY PAPER FROM OUR NEW KODAK 
EKTAPRINT COPIER. 
WM SUMS, 0011 TONES PASTE UPS WILL NOT LEAVE OUTLINES 100% 
COTTON CONTENT PAPER
 THESIS QUALITY AT ITS FINEST SUPERIOR TO 
ALL OTHER COPIERS 
\2939 PARK AVE. SANTA CLARA, CA. 95050} 
'"lhe man must be Mison assured each donor 
willing  to sacrifice for the that she would win the pier -
woman' 
take off three tion 
months or so, so that the Chauvinists untolerable 
woman can run
 for office," 
Women
 in politics face 
Wilson explained, many 
types of discrimin-
ation. 






 their chauvinism. 
"I have 






enjoyed  her 




to continue in 
politics.  
However,
 she chooses to 
limit




because she started too 































Paseo de San Antonio 
San Jose, CA 95113 
(Just off intersection of 




















about  a 


















 like this is 
available
 only in 
one place...
 














and  most 
com-
prehensive.
 We start by 
giving you















but  in 
the 
















 a top 
salary.  Over 







you'll  be 
responsible






 All the 
Navy asks 
in return is 
that 
you 
serve for 3 
years  on active 
duty 
upon  







 until May 
15th to 









































 And it' 
you're  still a 








up to $6,000 during your 
senior year. 
The 
Navy.  When it comes 
to nuclear 
training,,  no 




























Jamie Roth , Sports Editor 
Dutch, 
Dud, ghosts 














people  are 
trying  to 











Committee,  in a 
ploy








































Dutch. . . 
he would 








its  $3 -
million  goal 
and  has 































 in office 
and in his 
post -office
 years, was














































































































project  at 











  and 



















The committee's latest move 
requests that this not be 
put on the ballot 
perhaps  of fear that again it would be shot
 
down and without question, it 
would. 
But the newest addition to the 
city council, Dave 
Runyon, will not let the 
idea  float by without public input. 
"WE HAVE TO HOLD a public hearing 
on
 the matter if  
we make any decision," Runyon 
said  earlier this week. "I 
don't want the people of this city flanking that we are 
trying to pull another Center for the 
Performing  Arts 
act." 
The council voted
 unanimously to accept the proposal 
by 
the stadium committee in concept, but voted 4-3 to send 
it 
to
 the budgetary committee for determining ways of 
obtaining the funds. 
Hamann did pull
 SJSU's football program out of the 
dumps several years ago when he, with his heavy in-
fluence, obtained donations
 totaling $20,000. 
But lets consider another person when 
renaming  the 
antiquated facility. 
DUDLEY S. DeGROOT . Who? What most sport fans 
at SJSU may not realize is that "Dud," as he 
was known, 
turned the football program
 around. 
SJSU had fielded mediocre teams 
until DeGroot began 
his seven year reign in 1932. After a few building years, 
DeGroot's team became known as the "Golden 
Raiders,"  
and in his last three years at the helm, his squads' com-
piled a 35-3-1 ledger, which included a 
national  scoring 
title in 1939, when his "Raiders" outscored
 the opposition 
324-29. 
"He provided
 the first 




had."  Sports 
Information  Director
 Wynn Cook 
noted. "We 
only had 
two  winning  
seasons  prior 
to him. He 




 . . . after
 him we 
began  



















 in that area.
 
It is too 
bad that it 
takes death 











At this rate 
San Jose will
 become a 
ghost  town 
before  
we get 













beginning at 7 p.m.
 




final pits A 
Basket Case 
against an 
all-star  team at 
7 p.m. Men's C 
league has 
the Los Vatos 
Locos  meet-
ing the llth Street Loadies 
at 8 p.m. 
The Straight Shooters 
go against the Bay Area's 
Best at 9 in the B League 
final, and Black Exodus,
 
last 
year's all -campus 
champion, clashes with 
White Entrance at 
10
 p.m. 










































 Tours Available 
Upon  Request 
Fully  Bonded& Funds 
Protected by Escrow 
Account. 
For Information 
and  Reservations Call 
(213)645-3232
 
or Your Travel Agent. 
For your 
copies
 of descriptive brochures
 please 
complete the attached coupon and mail. 
   
MAIL TO  ALLIED TOURS
 WEST 















 at 8 when the 
San Jose Earthquakes entertain Seattle. Both clubs are 02 this season and neither has ioaoaged 
to score a 
goal.
 San Jose recently signed
 former Chicago 
Sting 




England. but the Quakes may be Without 
star Paul Child, 





dropping a saw on his foot. 
Total 
cost:
 $10 million 
Arena
 
drive  planned 
By Ernie Hill 
The
 group of SJSU stu-
dents and faculty trying to 
gain financial approval and 
support from the student 













and Dr. Stan 
Burnham, 
dean of the School of Ap-
plied Arts 
and  Sciences, 







Unruh hopes to gather 
between 10,000 and 14,000 
student signatures with the 









 be a show of 
power
 to the trustees
 and 
state  legislature that the 
proposed




thinks  the A.S. 
Council could not












would  inform and 
educate the




 of the stu-
dent body would then fol-
low if the university 
trus-
tees approved the architec-
tural plans.
 
The cost of the center 
would be paid 
by the stu-
dent body over 
a period of 




Current  students would 
pay $2 to $4 per
 semester to 
provide for 
preliminary  
surveys and architectural 
studies for construction of 
the center. 
Unruh hopes




would  allow 
present
 students
 to use the 
facilities after completion, 
because most current stu-
dents will have left SJSU 
by then. 
The project will take 
about
 a year to  plan and 
another
 18 to 24 months to 
build, 
according  to Unruh. 
Once completed,
 stu-
dents  would pay approxi-
mately $15 to $20 
a semes-
ter 
for  a period of 25 to 30 
years to fully 
meet
 the cen-
ter's cost. The total cost 
would be about 
$10 million. 
The 
state  will not pay 
for such 
athletic  structures 
if a campus 
already has 
sports facilities, as 
does 
SJSU. 
Gov. Brown has also 
said he would
 veto any 
project that would raise 
taxes in the state, thus the 




center  could be built 





courts  now 
serve on 
Seventh
 and San 
Carlos streets. This area 
has 
already been approved 
for a P.E. facility. 
This is 
the  only area on 
campus 


































meets  in addition
 to serv-
ing






throughout  the 
center  
during 
the  morning 
hours, 
to utilize
 the center 
to the 
utmost. 
Unruh  said. 
Utility costs 
would be 
kept at a minimum,
 Unruh 
feels, because 















































tables, ping pang and a ceramics studio 






2 & 3 bdrm. apartments
 all 








































placed atop the cen-
ter to cut down on the 
amount of electrical power 
needed. 






 would be to 
pro-
vide 
students  a 






























"I remember thinking 
'We'll take it easy and win 
by 25 or 30 points,'" 







 played tough. We won 
by 10." 
Johnson, NCAA player -
of-the-year, 
spoke  at the 
Spartan 




against the Spartans at 
Pauley Pavilion in 
1975, 
along with his 
career  high-




"With  only three
 seniors 
leaving," Johnson com-
mented, "there will be a 
nucleus for a 
good team 
next year," referring to the 
Spartan graduating trio 
of 
Steve Sincock,
 Ken Mickey 













player, for his 
excellent  
play
 at guard. 
Quinn, who transferred 
to SJSU from Cypress 
Col-











Guevara announced that 
Quinn would 
stay
 on as a 
graduate assistant. 
Tracy Haynes, a for-
ward who is known for his 
leaping ability, was named 
captain by Guevara for the 
1977-78 season, and cap-
tured the Charles Burdick 
Award 
as the most im-
proved player. 
Johnson,  a senior, 
turned down professional
 
offers last year from the 
Denver Nuggets, then of 
the American Basketball 
ASLAIR'S COIN -Of  
4t00
 WASH 
Spring  Clean 
your











Open 24 hours 












Detroit Pistons and Chi-





ward will probably be the 
first player
 picked in this 
year's  draft, and he'll 
go 
with 
a degree from UCLA 
in motion picture-television 
production.
 
Johnson related his 
experiences of four years 











Jamaal (formerly Keith) 
Wilkes, Dave 
Meyers, and 






son both entered 
UCLA as 
freshmen in 1973, and had a 





 the hardship draft 
over a fourth year at 
UCLA, and now
 plays for 
Kansas City in the NBA. 
In an interview 
prior to 
his 




coach at UCLA. 
"Wooden was against 





























































addition  to seniors 

































Guevara,  are 
who  the program





















Food,  Israeli Folk & 
Disco 
Dancing,
 Live Entertainment 
SAT. 
APRIL  23 
8:00 PM 







Children. Seniors $1°° 
Jewish  Student Center 








































































 males, was an 
attempt 






 moderator) to 







for  men. 
Before a sparse crowd 
of nine males and three 
females, in the S.U. 
Costanoan room, 
Krantz 
explained that there is a 
"responsibility 
on
 the part 














say, it takes two to 
tango," Krantz said, ad-
ding that the session was 
basically of information 
purposes to "let people 










by women and 
men,  
the 











 model, was 
used to 
demonstrate  in-
sertion of an IUD, 
diaphragm, foams and 
jellies. 
Both 
Krantz  and 
Newborn agreed that the 
Pill was most effective (99 
per 
cent) if taken properly 
at regular intervals. 
The moderators
 also 
stated that the Pill is 
easily 
obtained now as 
opposed to 
when it first 
came on the 
market. 








 21; now 







experiences with local 
agencies such as The 
American Red Cross and 
Women Against Rape are 
available through the 
University Scale Program. 
Students can apply what 
they 
have learned in a 
practical way by working 
with the agency, according 
to Linda Indiveri, staff 
coordinator.  
"The
 experience is 
really vital in seeing how 
an agency works 
from the 
inside and the 
rapport of a 
one-to-one  counseling 
position,"  Indiveri said. 
Indiveri also 
stressed 



















"Youth are turning 
to 
drugs and cutting class 
because they 
can't or don't 
want 
to




are aware of the 
problem but youth
 need 
value clarification, for 
instance, what do you want
 
to do with your 
life,  and so 
on," 












eight to ten 
hours per week
 










 and get 
in-
volved, 
according  to In -
diver). 
"It's exciting
 out there 
and you learn 
a lot. Some 
people are involved with 
IMZSMEMOSSIII°5"° 
A 




of the side effects of the 
Pill, such as weight gain, 
nausea, headaches and 
hair  loss, Newborn stated 
that he was 
personally 
against the Pill. 
"The problem with the 
Pill, 
is all the chemicals 
involved," he said. "No one 
knows what can happen to 
a woman 20 years 
from 
now who has been taking 
the Pill for sometime." 
Newborn also discussed 
the mini -pill a new birth 
control pill that does not 
contain estrogen and the 
Progesterone injection
 
shot, which recently came 
on the market. 
"The mini -pill," 
Newborn said, "does not 
contain any estrogen 
and 
suppostedly does 
not  have 
any side effects." 
"However," Krantz 
added,
 "they are 
still not 












 mental Et 
physical training programs are 
available at the Institute  of Psy 
cho-Physical
 Development. Inc 
la
 
non  prof it organizationl. Full 
time students get a 15% discount 
on all classes. For information  on 
specific courses, call 293-6611 
of
 
write or drop by: 325 S. 1st St.. 
4th Floor,
 San Jose.  
PEER DROP IN CENTER is the 
one 
place on campus where you can 
always 




 to Stop by 6 see 
us soon.
 Open 10-5 M-Th Et 10-3 
on Friday Located in the Diablo 





Now learn the skills needed to get 
that summer lob you will be look 
ing for soon. 
Let the Master of 
the trade. Harry Higgins teach 
you in 2 to 4 weeks how to be a 
fast, professional bartender San-
ta Clara 
Bartender's  School, 253 




WANTED  for Anthology. 
Include stamped 
envelope.  Con-
temporary  Literature Press, San 
Francisco, 94126. 
New Spring 
and  Summer classes 
available at Mountain Weaver 





cessories with Lois EnCS00. 
Novelty spinning with Molly Dun, 
can and much, much more. 334 
N. Santa




THE  CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE  
ORGANIZATION is meeting 3:30 






and all Michael Nesrnith Records 
ILP'sl.  Must be in good 
condition  
(no cracks or 
scrathcest  VVill pay 
top 49. If you don't have 
any, ask 
your friends. Call Jeff at 277-3175 




Discover your existing corn 
municabon 
pattern,  and learn 
new interaction
 skills which will 





munication.  Cost $15 Call 
Cliff 
Brothers, M.S. at 288-6768 or 
leave a 
message  at 246-6033.  




 Free house 
calls  in central S.J. Tune-up in-
cluding parts from 
$22 Car-
buretors rebuilt from 
517.
 Also 
other work: brakes, electrical,
 
engines rebuilt, etc Diagnosis 
Et
 
appraisal  service for prospective 
VW 
buyers
 Phone Dan 
at 








Quality  Work at Rea 
sociable Rates. Hood Scoops Et 
Fender Flares Moulded. Free Es-
timates 
70 Buick - 
Excellent  wrking 
coed. 
$600 Call 275-1568
 after 4 or on 
weekends. 
73




























cond.  4200 FIRM 




Orden.  Good 
eng-.--14e-se 
tires.
 AT, Radio, White wired 
int  °rig owner $360
 259-5930.  
Factory
 Heirdtop for 
73
 Spitfire. Ex, 







top pwr steering /jaw brakes 
82E60 or
 bat offer call 
267-8745  
aft 6pm.  























Phone 286-6275 Recycle Book 
store, 96 E San 
Fernando, SJ. 
may not reduce." 
The progesterone in-
jection which is given to a 
woman every three months 
as a substitute for the Pill, 
is 
99 per cent effective, 
according to Newborn. 









Newborn explained the 
procedure of insertion into 
a women's uterus. 
The IUD, according to 
Krantz was first used by 
the Chinese who inserted 




 it at a 
temperature 









theory  in mind, 
Krantz continued. 
"It  also  
doesn't let the egg fall 
down
 far down far enough 
where it can 
attach
 itself to 
the uterus wall. 
IUD's run 
about  850, 
according to the 
moderators.  
Both 
demonstrated  the 
diaphragm used with foam 
saying
 it was 75 to 85 per 
cent effective, but it in-
terfered with sontaneity. 
The condom was the 
only
 male contraceptive 
shown. According to 






foam,  the condom 
could be 
99


































stressed that they 
were not there to 
"condone 
or advocate sex," but 
to 
help
 make people aware.
 
"It's a two -fold 
relationship where both 
partners are involved in a 
natural act, thus 
con-
traception should be an 
equal decision," Krantz 
said. 
"We  would like to 
see 
males more aware of their 
responsibility
 too," Krantz 







 he doesn't 
like to 
see males in a 
position 
where  it is too
 late 
and they 




"As it is now," Krantz 
said, "it is totally 
up
 to the 
woman's discretion if she 
wants an abortion." 
"If we have nothing to 
say about it then, I think, 





























 Williams  
classifieds 
Selection of used 
books Ir 
records. 
GREAT,    
BUZZ./
 Natural Peanut Snack
 
unique 
package  of high energy. 
for
 an active person Write for 
sample. 13UZZY,





1025 Bird Ave. S J. 
293-1307
 
DEAFfSTUDENTS:  Your 
insurance
 
man in the 
campus
 for all your in-
surance needs; auto, home,  
renters, life, 
health  If you are not 
already w STATE 
FARM
 call me 
for appt in FYI,/ 
office or your 
place Of in the campus. We get 
together to give you 
better  







TO MAKE MONEY 
WHEN YOU'RE





Metro,  P O. 
Box 
1913,  1035 Meridian 
Ave., 










merchandise  on consign 









to sell except 
clothing  
and stuffed furniture. 
Call The 
Outlet,  
293-0928.  174 
South
 Ist 




ed Sat Et Sun. 
Mountain  Weaver 
offers  a student 
awl professional discount 
tortes -
tile arts batik. basketry,
 spinning 









selection  of 
textured
 flat 
oral  fiber yarns 
Wool  mill ends 
excellent price
 Best assortment 
of New Zeland 
wools.  Samples 
and catalogue,
 sane





 M -Sat., 10-5.   
HP -77 Science
-Business Cale. 6 
no, old, excel.
 cond. Wall acc. 
includ. Ong. 175. asking
 125. 01 - 
ter Mike 












FOR SPARE TIME CASH If you 
think you might be interested
 in 
talking to Homeowners 
about 
energy 
conservation,  while nsak 
ing appointments for our repel 
sentatives.  to show how insolat 
ion will save 
them  money Et 
energy; you'll earn as much
 or 
more money than most people 
you 
know who work full time 
Call 
5668486
 between 9 
11
 am 
M -W -F . ask 
for Mr Angelo. 
AVON SELLING
 CAN HELP YOU 
EARN 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. 
Flexible hours. Call 2572500.  
Summer 
Jabs -Forest Service. 
How. Where, 
When  to 
Apply.
 
Complete Information. $3. Mis-
910/1 Mountain 




Polecin  Mont. 
59860,  
AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
Men and Women
 with prior maim's, 
experience  are needed to 
fill 
challenging  part time commun,  
cations electronics vacancies in 
the
 CALIFORNIA 
AIR  NA 








 valuable skills to 
work for us In 
Hayward, call Bob 
Emmet at 783 1661 ext 574 or 
328. In Sari Jose 
call
 Bob Emmer 
at 2955482. alter 6pm 
Married Couples:
 Need $ Er enjoy 
children? 




Sell  Basic H 
and other Shaklee Products
 Call 
Bob 266 1453 
between  5 7 pm 
40% Profit 
HELP WANTED.
 Part Time After-
noon. Shipping.
 Packing and In 
ventory Control,













374 4(00  
STUDENT TO 
ASSIST IN 
TEACHING remedial reading ap 
pros 15 20 hours 
per week Must 
be available M F Iwtween the 
hrs. of 2 
prim
 and 7 pm 
Prefer 
mature upper
 clasaman Will 







and Chicano Pride 
Coordinators positions Super 
vises SJSU 




school districts Work Study 
positions Come to the Student 






























 2 50 












50 3 75 3 90 4 00 35 
Each additional
 line add: 




 One Day 
Semester rate tall 
issues)  525.00 




















 Lost and 





































program  on 




 are just 
out there 
helping 






 with an agency
 when 
they


































































































































































DEAN  OF BEER'S 
QUICKIE QUIZ. 
Q:
 The best water






 from Tijuana. 
c) A small
 store in Macon. Ga.
 
d)
 None of the 
above. 






think  Alice found
 it in Wonderland.
 
Not that 
water  isn't 
important  to a 
beer's  taste. 







and  further purify 
their  brewing 
water.  
And Schlitz 
doesn't  stop there.
 They put their 
water through 
what they believe 
is the most 
sophisticated purifying 




 through. ifs 



























Jose  Residence Club, 
202  S. 
11th For Seniors 
Et Grad 
students,
 off street 
parking, kit-









 mo., 524 
weekly,  Single 




Inquire  at 122 
N. 
8th St.,  











2 BR, 2 BA $175 
3BR,














dent 10 min. to SJSU. 
$140 
' utilities. 
293-4927  betw. 
7 am 
& 














17th, 545 S. 





















minute dash to class.
 Summer -
Fall 















1APIX.  Dn' 
lyl 





mug with blue 
flowers  
lost in, front of library. Reward. 
Call Cathy, Serials Dept.  
HP-21 
Calculate,  on Monday, 




GAY MEN AND WOMEN 
in the San Jose community
-the Gay 
Students Union meets every 
Thurs.  at 8 p.m. in the Student 
Union 
We





people  to 
meet, make friends 
and explore 
different aspects of our gayness 
If you are entering gay life for the 
first time 
you  will find GSU 
friendly
 place to come out Those
 
of us who need to love and be 
loved  by members 
of our own sex 
need 
each other 
For  more infor 
matron  about our 




















At VIDEOBRIDGE you 
see 
and  hear informal interviews 
of 
people  you'd like to know bet 
ter on our video 
tape televisron 
system
 You meet 
only
 the pen 
plc you 
want to meet and
 who 
want to 














 call us for 
more 
information or a free
 demonstra-
tion Remember. 
you  only live 
once 
. so make the





F 11-9 pm Et 
Sat  11.6 
pm
 Ask 










Electrologist  at 235 E. 
Santa  Clara 
St. 294-4499.




































 by Herbert 
Benson  MD 
Price $196  
To the 
S 0 El who





morning  between 
89 30 If you 
have
 the mentality,  
drop the wal 
let apt 

















If you don't have any, ask 
your friends Call Jeff at 2771175 
Idaysl or 
296  1215 (eves) 
services
 






Papers. Letters. Etc. Pick up and 
delivery at SJSU  
INTELLIGENT TYPING -editing, 
form. grammar, fa tapes. Call be 
tween 9 a.m.-9 
p.m. Margie 
Reeves,  996-12E6.  
TYPING - TRANSCRIPTION. Team 
papers, resumes, theses,  senior 
projects. letters, etc 754 page 
and up. IBM Correction Seim 
tries. Small business accounts 
solicited
 Call 263-4525 If child 
answers, don't hang up Ask for 
KITTY CARTER.
 NORTH 
VALLEY SECRETARIAL SER 






thesis. report 04 term paper Fast 
and efficient IBM Ss4. Correc 
ring Weekends also available 
446-1525;  ask 
for  Betty.  
Diseertition 
design or analysis 
blues? Call ACRE at 3287175.  
TYPING SERVICE. Quality work 
Fast. Reasonable rates. South 




Free Pregnancy test, counseling,
 
on alternatives to pregnancy 
Competent pregnancy termina-




CHOICE  358-2766 
Detsaget 
the most from 
your social 
life. Let 
us help you. Question-
naire 




 PO Box 24698,  San Jose, 
CA 96154. 





Call  Lee 296-4999 
Re,.   
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES
 OFFERS DATA 
ANALYSIS 
SERVICES  
 DATA SCORING 'CODING 
 DATA PROCESSING 
 INTERPRETATION AND 
REPORTING OF DATA 
REASONABLE RATES 
CALL 
14081 262-8700 FOR 
FREE CON-
SULTATION




Master's Reports Disserta 
lions Marianne Tarnberg.
 Los 
Gatos, Ca 137 
Escobar  Ave.. 
35604248  
Computing Stay
 Within Your Own 
Field 






 Fast, Neat, Ac 
cur.. Guar..  
St 'pg. Call Diane at 
377-7925.  
BUSINESS 









































Advice  On 
purchasing
 the Right
 gear the 
first time 





















PASSPORT ft ID Photo Special - 
$2 off w ad
 for
 2 color or 4 BEtW
 
photos  Regular price
 $7
 50 JMJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 293 
7d00 20 
Paseo de San Antonio. SJ be 




















able. Eurail Pass Britrail Pass 
International Student
 identi 
ty Card Issuance Youth Hos 
tel Cards Overseas Job 





 (Budget 1 
Students 
Intraeuropean
 Flights Er 
Trains 
Camping tours in Eur 
ope Student Flights to Asia. 
Africa, Australia. Et 
Middle  East 





Car Leasing and 
Purchasing
 
. . . Student 
Tours  to Israel Et 
USSR
 from Europe Contact 
Ram B. Davis at CAMPUS 
TRAVEL ADVISORS, 505 5 
10th St. at Williams St San 
Jose,  
CA
 95112 14081 
292  1613,  
Mon.- Fri. Sam
 5 p rn . or by 
appointment 259-8356 





rd. ISCA 1609 Westwood 
Blvd 6103 L A Calif 90024 
12131826 5669 826 0955 
Low Coat Fkghts
 to Europe 
from 
4259 
Israel Irons $469. plus 
Africa 
and the Far East Call 
Toll 





Chances  dre 
you 
need 
appliances  that operate on, 
220 volt. 50 
cycle  We carry a 
variety of 220 volt appliances 














mile trip in 
Mexico $2 Joyce Roether. 616 























 each his.l 
Print
 name  Phone
 
Address   
- 
(-it
 y _ 
 Enclosed
 ISS  
For Days 
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concert  rip-offs 
By Ron Held 
Although  only to 
Fremont 
juveniles have 
been arrested, a Bill 
Graham 
spokesman  said 
that the recent flood of 
fraudulent BASS tickets to 
Bay Area Rock concerts 
has been brought to a halt 
Bill Graham Present 
employee, Bob Barsotti, 
working  in conjuction with 
the Fremont,
 Richmond, 











the Bay Area, 
However,
 Barsotti said 
that despite a 
$5,000  reward 
offered by Graham








he has not 
found 






identify  them 
so more 
arrests can





































operation  was 
first 
discovered
 at a Cow
 
Palace 











spotted  at 
the door. 
Holders
 of those 
tickets 
were  not allowed
 
admittance to 









stolen ticket blanks 
on which someone 
had 
typed phony information, 
were later traced to 
two  








 at Good 
Vibes,





operations, said that the 



































outlets was lax 
and  steps 
have 
been  taken to insure 
that
 similar thefts will not 
Occur 
Police in Fremont 
report
 that two minors 
have been
 arrested in 
connection
 with thefts 
there. 
The  first juvenile, 
arrested 
April 12, was 
charged
 with 13 counts of 













 of forgery and one 
count of stolen 
property. 
Police
 in Richmond, 
however,
 are on the verge 
of tabling the
 investigation. 
Detective Collier of the 
Richmond police said 
that  
although
 they have put a lot 
of man-hours on the case, 
he
 has not been able to 
obtain an 
arrest  because 
"nobody is willing to give 
up their source of tickets, 
especially if they are 
cheap." 
Barsotti  is 






































has  been 













typed  on 




methods  of 
counterfeiting tickets have 
been discovered. An offset
 
press 
has been used, stolen 
ticket blanks have been 
typed on 
with a typewriter, 
and stolen 
blanks have 




going on for at 
least
 10 years in the Bay 
Area,
 Arsotti said, but 


















































method  of 
printing.  
"The best ones are  just 
a 
touch  lighter," Barsotti 
said. "They are good 
enough to 
pass on the 
streets but not 
good enough 
to get in the door." 
The only way to 
be
 sure 
a ticket purchased on the 
street is genuine is to take 
it to an authorized BASS 
outlet 
and  have them verify 











































































































Hacker will be the tenth 




Festival, a series of 






of San Jose 




Hacker is  the author of 
two published collections. 
The first one, "Presenta-
tion Piece," won the La-
mont Poetry
 Prize of the 
Academy of American 
Poets in 1975, as well as the 
National Book Award for 
poetry of the year. Her se-
cond work, "Separations," 
also received critical ac-
claim. 
Following her ap-
pearance,  the SJSU 
Phelan 




prizes to be handed out 
to 







































is a benefit 
for  the S.U. 
Audio  Visual 
Service 
in efforts





Tickets are $2 in 
ad-
vance and 
$2.50  at the door. 
Tickets can 










By Bruce Wylie 
Through the
 magic of 
celluloid cinema, an Asian -
American martial artist 
named Sui Loong delighted 
the 
crowd  of 500 persons 
that gathered Wednesday 
evening at 10 to watch 
his 




 dragon,  Bruce 





 he died in 
July 





 was largely 
responsible 
for the ex-
plosion of martial arts 
from 
the East into this 
county, in the late 1960's 
and 
early 1970's period. 
Contrary to many of the 
Hong 
Kong  martial arts 
films
 that were low -budget, 
"Enter the Dragon" was a 
spectacle in the Hollywood 
tradition. Morris Dailey 






 part of the activi-
ties 
sponsored
 by Asian -
American 
Week  at SJSU. 
The Asian -American 
community may
 debate the 
way in 
which  Lee broke 
from the classical mold of 
the 
Asian martial arts, 
there can be no debate as to 
the popularity of his image 
that still persists. His in-
fluence drew millions
 into 
the theatres as well as 
thousands 
















































 on and 
around
 the Hong 
Kong 
area. 
American  stars 
John  
Saxon and Jim 
Kelly  co-
starred with











 and fluid 
movements
 were apparent 
testimony 











 in Hong 
Kong and 
was  no stranger 
to the movie 
set, yet it was 
his 
own  style of 
Jeet  Kune 
Do that made
 him into a 
living legend

































































































 St., 4th Floor,
 San Jose 
Coupon expires 
293-6611 










By Bruce Wylie 
-Cracked




hard. Castrated dreams at 
18 
per  cent interest,
 all we 
have left in life is love." 
So went the 
lines  as 
Chicana 
poet Lucha Corpi 
Hernandez read before 
200 
persons at the Wednesday 
evening public













The lines come from 
a 
poem entitled, "Love on 
Credit,"
 in which she 
describes  the isolation and 
frustration
 imposed on the 
individual
 by the 
modern 
bureaucratic world. Our 
love must 









 a Chicano activist 
and 
in her bilingual
 reading she 
told how this 
had  affected 
her own son when he was 
seven years of age. 
She had 
been active in 
the 
boycott
 against a 
supermarket chain 
and 
related how her son had
 
refused to eat dinner at 
their babysitter's until he 
was shown that the food 
came from 
a source other 
than Safeway. 
"Safeway boycott" 
His actions prompted 
her to write a poem for him 
entitled, "Safeway 
Boycott," where she writes 
the "struggle
 is here," not 
in Mexico.





Hernandez is a  native of 
Mexico and remembered 
her 






The group features 
vocalist Thom 
and Cal 






Louis Biancanicllo on 
keyboard. 
Ball, 




such as "Garret," 
"When  I 
Sing For You" and
 
"Daedalus." 











unlike  a song. 
Her  soothing 
tone 
noticeably  changed 
in her 
poem didicated 
to the Day 








 at an ever 
increasing
 pace so in-
dicative of the
 condition of 
"never enough time to do 
the things you want." 
Hernandez
 relaxed the 
pace again with
 her poem 
"Keeping 
Still."  She 
described 
this as "for the 
times 
when  you don't want 
to do anything, 
but those 
times





 read one of her 
favorites,
 
"Melancholy  of 




 "my friends 




poem's  motif dealt 
with an orange tree from 
which a teen -aged girl, 
Guadalupe, hung herself. 
Her suicide came from 
a 





The mood changed 
again as she offered 
something 
"light  and 
lyrical" to dispel the image 
of suicide. Her work 
"Rain," rang with clean, 
crisp imagery of slender 
reeds 
dotted  by rain drops 
with the sun hidden by the 
mists. 
Poet Abelardo Delgado, 
a teacher of Chicano 
Studies at the University of 
Utah,
 opened his reading 






"linking of brothers and 
sisters" that occured when 
poets
 read their works in 
public. 
He shared a 
rememberance of the last 
time he 
was invited to read 
at SJSU. 
He told of arriving and 














and his room with a 
locked 
door. He then met seven 
poets at a local bar and
 
described that evening as 
one  of his finest reading. 
One of his favorite 
themes is that concept of 
death, la muerte, in which 
he says
 he "must not be 
rushed." There will be a 
release in "no longer
 
having to 
experience  or 
fear anything." 
Delgado 
added  that 
"that day will come soon 
enough," but "before
 it 













part of that 
new 
age that follows. 



















 in his 
mind
 on the 








































 in its 
dealings.  
Another 
frustration  that 
Delgado 
jovially  handled 
was that of the ever in-
creasing 
regulations and 






























































Pm/ / /0\1 
are again 
open to 
men  and women through
















 trainee positions for college 
graduates 
through
 age 266. 
You'll find
 that our salary, benefits and
 retirement are 
competitive  with industry.
 
Can you 
meet  the mental and 
physical
 criteria to be 
an 
Air Force 
officer?  Find out! For 
full details about these 
satisfying 
careers, contact 








San Jose, CA 95124
 
.AIR FORCE 
/ A GREAT WAY














any  of the 
weal  





taken  with Vivitar
 System 35 
Plus one 
good  eye. Vivitar System 
35
 is a most 
inexpensive  say




 is your own 












to 1 second 
plus  "B" for 
time
 expo-
sure/Electronic  flash 
sync at 1/125th 
second/Universal










25-1600  Writer 
Automatic  
Electronic  
Flash Up 10 200 
flashes
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